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SLO01: Research Methodology
To apply the research methodology needed for the critical study of the literatures, rhetoric, or language of English.

SLO02: Analysis
To demonstrate a familiarity with literary, cultural, and/or rhetorical theory to inform the critical study of discourse in English.

SLO03: Content Knowledge
To summarize the multiple fields of English and the current issues within them.

SLO04: Editorial Skills for Writing and Editing Plan
To demonstrate critical editorial skills in publishing contexts for the Writing and Editing Plan of the MA.

SLO05: Teaching Composition Plan
To examine the teaching methods of others and to employ them in an educational setting.

SLO06: Writing for Thesis Plan
To compose an argument related to a critical issue in English Studies.

SLO07: Cross-Disciplinary Synthesis for Minor Field Plan
To relate the integration of study across English and another discipline.
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